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Remembering What
Made the Difference
CAPT Ike Puzon, USNR (Ret)
Director of Legislation

hese past few months have been
times that we all have identified
more with our country in some way
or another. I, along with many, recently had
the opportunity to assist in the dedication of
the World War II Memorial as a volunteer.
We have all been affected and concerned
by recent events in Iraq. It has been three
decades since we have experienced the
state funeral of a President, and the tribute
to a President in the Capitol. All of these
historical events are going on while
Congress is wrangling with next year’s
National Defense Authorization Act that
can change many lives and careers. And,
of course, there is the election year of
2004!
For many months, we have provided to
you what you mean to the effort to change
America through getting involved. For
many months, we have successfully fought
the legislative battles for your wishes. For
many months, a lot has happened to affect
those issues that are important to our
military and our country. However, for a
moment, think about these current historical
events and the people who participated in
the change. While you ponder these
events, remember the document that makes
it all possible – the Constitution of the
United States with its checks and balances!
Our country paused recently to celebrate
the dedication of a memorial to a generation
and their efforts toward freedom for the world
and our country during the 20th Century.
The World War II Memorial dedication
was a monumental event, and you had to be
there to see the participants of that great war,
along with their families, to understand the
event. Watching 80+ year-old warfighters
(and spouses) walk, limp, and being pushed
in wheelchairs to view a monument to their
efforts was the monument! No one present
could really fathom these heroes’ service,
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dedication, or commitment unless you
were there during their service to the
country. We hear and read of their efforts,
and we respect them. These people came
from all corners of the earth to be together
one more time. They wore their uniforms
of old, and looked great. They withstood
Washington, DC, traffic and bickering to
stand with their colleagues and look at a
screen, sometimes three or four miles
away. They withstood bright sunshine and
great uncertainty just to be in the same ten
square miles – where a monument could not
even be seen. It all meant so much to all
present and to the millions watching, and
it was all about respect for freedom and
the Constitution of the United States and
service! They came because they respect
our country, our religious freedoms, and
the way we do things! In the end, all of us
baby boomers were humbled and kept
asking over and over – where did these
people came from and what made them do
all the things they did. It all made you
believe in our system, and made you want
to get engaged even more in today’s efforts
that confront us. While we are living the
good life, we need to think about their
(WWII participants) sacrifices. It overwhelms anything you can say you did.
They got involved because duty called.
If you have never walked through the
Capitol rotunda, you should. If you have
never visited Washington, you should. If
you watched and experienced the recent
tribute to the 40th President, you most
likely remembered many of your own
experiences during the 1980’s. And, during
all these memories, you have to wonder
when the Cold War would have ended if
President Reagan had not been elected.
For many, we do remember the turnaround in the Defense budgets and what
that meant to the military, and to U.S.
military world efforts. Transformation
meant something totally different in those
days because we had the threat of total
annihilation, and we were reeling from postVietnam trauma. However, transformation
took place because we had a visionary
leader who could, and did, inspire us to take

action. And, he knew how to work with
Congress. President Reagan did one
major thing for which we all should be
thankful; he made us feel like we could do
it, and got us engaged. Military legislation
flowed to Capitol Hill that turned around
years of downsizing after Vietnam.
Legislation in favor of the military and the
military families flowed out of the White
House.
These historical memorial events are
taking place as the issues in Iraq are entering
another critical period for our country and,
especially, for our military. Whether we
like it or not, or support this or that, Iraq
is going to be a part of our lives for the
foreseeable future. The Defense budgets
are centered generally on the war and
postwar in Iraq. What Iraq means to our
Congressional priorities cannot, and
should not, be misunderstood. Iraq efforts
are driving everything in Congress. What
is significant and necessary is that we must
evaluate the need for our own personal
involvement in our country and legislation
that shapes the military. Iraq and discussion
on Iraq alone can and will provide
opportunities. Involvement means different
things to you, the readers, and to those in
the war zones. We have to understand that
we truly do live in the age of action. Just
as our WWII veterans volunteered their
service in the face of adversity, we, too,
must get more engaged to shape the
outcome. Just as we all felt that the
Defense budgets of the 1980’s were a turning
point due to one President’s actions, we
have to remember that Congress provides
the resources and guidance. Left alone,
Congress will make decisions on a provision
alone.
Currently, Congress is moving fast to
decisions on TRICARE for Reservists,
SBP, and a commission on Guard and
Reserve. Do we want to let it pass us by, or
do we want to shape the outcome. As we
recently memorialized those who served in
WWII because they rose to the challenge,
we, too, have to rise to the occasion.
Just as President Reagan challenged us to
believe and challenged us not to waiver,
Cont’d. on page 30
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Reservists in Action

Naval Reservists Help Bring
High Tech War Games to the Fleet
communications, and coordination in a
aval Reservists from Commander,
complex, multi-battle group scenario.
Pacific Fleet 519 Detachment
TTGP and Navy Warfare Development
San Diego (CPF 519 DET SD)
Command (NWDC) coordinated the
recently supported the first ever “virtual
virtual networks for all ships and staffs
war game” entitled Multi-Battle Group
on the west coast, and linked them to
In-port Exercise, (known in the fleet as
their east coast counterparts.
MBGIE, or “M-Biggie”). Three aircraft
CPF 519 DET SD Reservists worked
carrier strike groups (CSG) stationed on
alongside the active duty TTGP staff,
both east and west coasts participated in
standing watches as exercise controllers.
the exercise. Organized by Commander,
They were also employed onboard
U.S. 3rd Fleet (COMTHIRDFLT), and
several San Diego-based ships assisting
controlled by Tactical Training Group
the ship’s force in resolving technical
Pacific (TTGP), the event simultaneously
problems, keeping the game and
occurred in San Diego, Norfolk, and the
TACTRAGRUPAC Command and Control
technical directors informed, and
Pacific Northwest locations of Bremerton
and Everett, WA. Crossing three time Training Module used for the Multi-Battle Group helping to coordinate game play. At
In-port Exercise
TTGP, the Reservists facilitated exercise
zones and over 3,000 miles, the three-day
exercise simulated three CSGs engaging the enemy in a single control, ensured communication links remained functional, and
operating area, all without getting underway or launching aircraft. compiled lessons learned for implementation to improve future
MBGIE networked three carriers, six destroyers, two submarines, an virtual exercises.
According to CDR Richard Alexander, Game Director, the
EP-3E, a FFG, and over 17,000 Sailors into a virtual environment for
Reservists filled a vital role for TTGP. Thanks to focused training
this ground-breaking training initiative.
By creating electronic networks linking ships and staffs together during drill weekends, CPF 519 Reservists arrived prepared to
over a large geographic area, virtual war gaming provides the step up and contribute, alongside their active duty peers. Nine
officers from CPF 519 DET SD participated in MBGIE. CAPT
Navy numerous unique advantages:
Virtual war gaming enables Navy staffs and ships’ crews to Dick Arnold, TTGP CO, also praised the “terrific” support
work with the same common operational picture (COP) and C4I provided by the unit.
The partnership forged between CPF 519 DET SD and TACsystems in-port that they have at sea.
Using “virtual” air and surface tracks, ESM, and sonar signals, TRAGRUPAC that enabled this operational support does not stop
we can create a rich and dynamic operational scenario for in-port with MBGIE. As a result of the successful integration of
training without typical resource constraints often encountered Reservists during the exercise, CPF 519 and TTGP are collaborating
to increase Reserve participation into the TTGP training processes
with underway operations.
Dramatic cost avoidance in terms of fuel, maintenance, for the benefit of both parties. CAPT Stu Newman, CPF 519 SD
CO, stated that, “In addition to helping TACTRAGRUPAC in
ordnance, and repair dollars to the fleet.
Ability to provide live, coordinated mentoring of the ships preparing for and participating in this intensive war game, we
and staffs to work out training problems quickly and to provide also got great training that substantially increased our readiness
for our primary supported command-COMPACFLT.”
rapid feedback on decision making.
CPF 519 DET San Diego provides qualified personnel to augment
Provide ability to conduct multiple in-port requirements in
Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT) staff when
parallel during intensive combat systems training.
Training of this fidelity and magnitude was, until recently, not required to support joint operations, exercises, and real-world
possible. With high-speed networks and TCP/IP broadband fiber contingencies. The unit’s secondary mission is to provide and
optic backbones, the Navy can now train and test combat operations, resource battle group trainer assets for TTGP.
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we, too, must believe that our input is important because it truly
is. Over 40 percent of those in Iraq are either from the Guard or
Reserve Component. This war and future wars will depend upon
the contributions of the Reserve Components. We must provide
the input to Congress or risk decisions being made by those who
either do not support the Guard and Reserve, or do not have time
to understand the Guard and Reserve.
One e-mail, or one letter, or one call from each of our members
to a Congressional member can and will make the difference in
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legislation that affects you or someone you know. We owe it to
all those who served before us, and to those after us, to engage in
the debate and press for the issues. You can make a difference
in legislative outcome.
NOTE: SASC and HASC, as well as SAC-D and HAC-D are
working on the Defense bills right now. If you want to support our
resolutions or those that support Guard and Reserve, write or e-mail
your Congressional members on SBP, TRICARE for RC, tax credits
for employers, and the commission on the Guard and Reserve.

